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LINEAR ALGEBRA COURSE: FINAL COURSE CONTENTS
 A.Y. 2017/2018
(Stats & maths curriculum – Statistical sciences  degree  program – Prof. Cattabriga,
Dott. Mella) 
The vector space Rn:  general definition of vector space; the numerical space Rn: addition and 
scalar multiplication; linear combinations and linear dependence; subspaces; linear span; bases and 
dimension of subspaces; intersection and sum of two subspaces; Grassmann theorem.
Matrices: definition and terminology; the rank of a matrix; echelon form and rank computation; 
vector structure of the space of matrices mxn: sum and scalar multiplication; matrix product and its 
properties; the transpose of  a matrix; the rank of the product of two matrices. Partitioned matrices: 
definition, operations, determinant and inverse.
Determinant: the ring structure of the square matrices of order n; definition of  determinant; 
Laplace   theorem; properties of determinant; finding the inverse of a non-singular matrix; rank and 
determinant: Kronecker theorem.
Linear systems: linear equations and systems of linear equations:definition and matrix notation; 
Rouché-Capelli theorem; Cramer systems; the Gauss method; homogeneous  systems and subspaces
of Rn; structure theorem of the set of solution of a linear system and  affine subspaces;  parametric 
and Cartesian representation of a vector subspace; the four fundamental subspaces of a matrix.
The Euclidean structure of  Rn : the inner (dot) product : definition and properties; Euclidean 
norm and unitary vectors; Cauchy-Scwartz and triangular inequality; angle between two vectors;
orthogonal vectors; orthogonal complement; Euclidean distance.
Orthogonal projections and least square approximations: Fourier  coefficient and projection 
onto a 1-dimensional subspace; orthogonal and orthonormal basis; Gram-Schmidt process; 
orthogonal projection onto a subspace; the least square solution of a linear  system: definition and 
procedure to compute it; associated  normal system; explicit formulas for maximum rank by rows 
and by columns; projection matrices: properties and computation.
Linear transformations: general definition; linear transformations between  Rn and Rn ; product of 
matrices and composition of functions; kernel and range; the kernel-range theorem; linear 
isometries and orthogonal matrices; symmetric endomorphisms and symmetric matrices; scalar 
matrices and homotheties.
Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors: definition and examples; the characteristic polynomial of a matrix;
eigenspaces and  multiplicities of eigenvalues; properties of eigenvalues and eigenspaces; similar 
matrices; diagonalizing a matrix; the symmetric case: spectral theorem, additive and multiplicative 
spectral decomposition.
Real quadratic forms: definition of quadratic forms; sign and rank; principal axes theorem and 
classification; metric canonical form;  Sylvester criterion for positive and negative definite 
quadratic forms.
All the topics are available the lecture notes of the course and on the extract of the book  "Linear 
Algebra and its applications" David C. Lay Addison-Wesley (2012), both published on AMS 
Campus. 
The proof required for the oral exam are those contained in the notes.  
